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Abstract
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1 Introduction

The democratic deficit of the EU is legendary among legal scholars and political scientists.\(^1\) In its decision on the EU Treaty’s compatibility with the German Basic Law (GG) in 1993, the German Constitutional Court argued that the EU lacks a comparable democratic legitimacy to the principle of democracy as it is fixed in the German constitution. German citizens’ civil rights as laid down in Art. 38 GG are not violated as long as the German parliament (Bundestag) exerts substantial decision-making powers. When EU treaties adopt explicit Community competencies that are in conflict with those of nation states democratic accountability is however endangered. In several member states, among them the ‘Eurosceptics’ Denmark, Sweden and the U.K., but also France, the EU’s democratic deficit has been similarly criticised. Indeed, the EU is essentially organised as a supranational authority of European executives despite its far-ranging competencies in European legislation. The influence of the European Parliament (EP) or of national parliaments is quite reduced. Moreover, Grande (2000) argues that members of the EP are too far removed from European citizens as to follow citizens’ preferences or as to allow citizens to exert effective control of MEPs. Although the reduction of democratic control with regard to international organisations or international treaties is a general feature of modern governance, the unbalancing impact of the EU on the balance of powers in the member states is of particular importance (Abromeit 1998, p. 20).

In addition to these arguments, the German Constitutional Court in this decision and Grimm (1994), a former judge of the Court, argue that a fundamental condition for a treaty to be regarded as a constitution and thus also for the acceptance of the supremacy of EU law over national laws is the existence of a European public. Abromeit (1998, p. 32) calls this the ‘no-demos thesis’: A democracy can only be called such if it is based on a collective entity, the people or the nation, that is constituted by a common culture or common traditions and experiences. Since its creation, the EP faces the problem that the people of the member states have apparently not accepted it as the body that represents the interests of EU citizens. If the democratic deficit of the EU were reduced by giving the EP more legislative powers, a majoritarian decision in the EP would possibly not be accepted by the losing minority, in particular, when the minority is concentrated in one or several member states (Hug 2002, p. 110).

Several scholars have thus proposed the introduction of elements of direct democracy in EU decision-making in order to reduce the democratic deficit in the EU and to create a European demos.\(^2\) In his survey of the different policy proposals, Hug (2002, chap. 7) distinguishes required referenda (mandatory referenda), non-required referenda on government proposals (optional referenda) and non-required referenda on opposition proposals (initiatives). In most cases, scholars suggest to introduce elements of direct democracy without specifying in which instances a referendum should take place or under which circumstances an initiative should be allowed for. In cases a specification is made, required referenda are proposed for ‘constitutional changes’, i.e. changes of the treaties. A referendum decision on Eastern enlargement for example would fall into this category. In the cases,
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where the majority requirement for required referenda is specified, scholars propose a ‘double’ majority of voters and of states. Non-required referenda are proposed to be triggered either by voters or by the EP. Hug criticises that the proposals are not discussed in comparing them with the existing decision-making procedures in order to find out to what extent the introduction of referenda and initiatives actually changes policy outcomes in the EU. But he abstains from proposing any blueprint direct democratic reform of EU decision-making. In Feld, Kirchgässner and Weck-Hannemann (2002), it is suggested to consider the introduction of ‘budget referenda’ in EU decision-making. On the one hand, the analysis follows the proposal of Hug by looking more closely on the impact of required referenda on budgetary outcomes in the EU, given its current budgetary process and the potential process after Eastern enlargement. On the other hand, the authors are not too realistic about the institutional provisions shaping the budget referendum. They suggest a general required referendum on the EU budget draft at the end of the current budgetary process with interactions of the Commission, the Council and the EP, totally abstracting from the transaction costs that this proposal involves. Naturally, a required referendum on the whole budget draft would unduly increase the time needed to pass a budget.

In this paper, our aim is to analyse to what extent direct democracy helps to resolve the democratic deficit at the EU level and to develop a European demos. In addition, we propose the introduction of referenda and initiatives in EU decision-making by going a step further towards realism. We consider direct democratic decision-making basically in all EU decisions, but develop proposals for its introduction only when it is feasible without prohibitively increasing decision-making costs. In Section 2, we clarify that each constitution is a contract joining the citizens of a state and requires as such the explicit agreement of (a majority of) citizens. In addition, we generally discuss the rationale of referenda and initiatives as instruments of control in a representative democracy and summarise empirical results on the impact of direct democracy on policy outcomes in Switzerland and the U.S. These arguments imply two different proposals for the EU in Section 3: First, the future European Constitution should also be approved by the European citizens once the Convention has proposed and the Intergovernmental Conference has agreed on the provisions of the Constitution. A basic consent of the European people is required to found a new federation. Second, future changes of the Constitution have to be decided by citizens in European referenda as well. In these two cases, we propose a mandatory (required and binding) referendum on total and partial revisions of the European Constitution. Third, a pre-specified number of citizens from a pre-specified number of countries should have the right to initiate constitutional changes at the EU level. In this case, we thus propose a popular initiative on partial revisions of the Constitution.

Given the current state of affairs, most of European politics would be covered by the proposed constitutional referendum and initiative. A look at the ‘skeleton’ for a EU constitution proposed by the Convention reveals however that only the first part contains provisions that are considered constitutional in the traditional sense. The second part of the draft treaty is supposed to contain statutes on the accomplishment of EU policy measures while the third part includes provisions for a continuity from the current Treaties to the new Constitution as well as on the adoption and revision of the Constitution. Requiring a referendum on the second part would restrict EU politics too strongly. We
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therefore suggest to include the constitutional referendum only for the provisions that are currently proposed in the first part of the draft constitution. In Section 4, we discuss two additional institutional proposals. The first contains a statutory and a general initiative at the EU level. The second is a fiscal referendum for financially important EU projects. Concluding remarks follow in Section 5.

2 The Pros and Cons of an Introduction of Referenda and Initiatives at the EU Level

2.1 The Necessity for Controlling Representatives at the Constitutional Level

In De Republica, one of his main political texts, Cicero (59 B.C., 1988) defines three forms of government: Democracy as the rule of the people or the ‘many’, monarchy as the rule of a single principal, and aristocracy as the rule of an elite. By replicating the famous Aristotelian arguments (Politika III 8, 1280a2), Cicero argues that aristocracy, which he called the rule of the ‘optimates’, is the preferred way of government. Describing the time when Servius assumed power in Rome, he wrote that Servius “divided the people into property classes and constructed a voting system that gave the greatest number of votes to the rich and thus put into effect the principle which always ought to be adhered to in the commonwealth, that the greatest number should not have the greatest power.” (Cicero 59 B.C., 1988, p. 149; quoted according to Gordon 1999, p. 112). Government by the people in these days meant government by a minority of property owners. In contrast to that, Cicero defined ‘government by the masses’ as an abortive development of the rule of the people, in the same way as dictatorship was defined being an unfavourable development of monarchy and oligarchy being a mutation of aristocracy. Government by the masses was called ‘ochlocracy’.

This Aristotelian notion was already challenged during the Ancient World and later in the Middle Ages by philosophical contract theory. But it took until Enlightenment and the contributions by Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and Kant that contract theory was fully developed as a justification for states (Höffe 1999, pp. 48). Rejecting any organic normative justification of the state, like the divine right of kings or natural law, political legitimacy is derived from a particular individual contract that is founding the law and the state. In a contractarian reconstruction of constitutions, the single human being (homo singularis) is the fundamental and decisive point of reference: What set of political rules benefits the greatest number of individuals in a group? In a Hobbesian initial situation, individuals are free to do what they want to. They are not restricted by any coercion from other individuals or state-like organisations. In the absence of state-like organisations, selfish individuals have however incentives to attempt at expropriating their fellow citizens which leads to the emergence of conflict. Buchanan (1975, p. 12) states the problem: “The issue is one of defining limits, and anarchy works only to the extent that limits among persons are either implicitly accepted by all or are imposed and enforced by some authority.” In that situation, rational individuals will voluntarily subordinate to the law and to a coercive power, the state, that enforces the law, because it entails mutual benefits as compared to anarchy: Individual conflicts are resolved by an impartial third party such that individual property rights are secured to the largest possible extent. In addition, this newly created state helps to organise and enforce individual co-operation in the provision of collective goods that are as well to

4. For a comprehensive analysis of the contractarian approach to constitutions see Buchanan (1975, p. 5).
the mutual benefit of a large number of individuals in a polity. The state helps to overcome free riding and to solve social dilemmas. The blueprint for such a voluntary agreement is found in a contract, in this case a basic initial one.

The early contractarians, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and Kant, as well as Rawls (1971) interpreted the contract theoretic reconstruction of the state as a thought experiment to find out to what set of political rules individuals could potentially agree. In contrast, following Wicksell (1896), proponents of constitutional political economy, like Buchanan (1975, pp. 147) or Buchanan and Tullock (1962, p. 96), emphasise the importance of a real and practical agreement of the citizens subordinating to a constitution. A coercive power of the state is as such legitimate only if agreement cannot be refused reasonably (Höffe 1999, p. 47) and agreement to a constitution (and to constitutional change) is explicit (Buchanan 1975, p. 148). The importance of such individual explicit agreement becomes obvious from the following argument. Hobbes conducted the contractarian thought experiment to justify the subordination to an absolute authority, but underestimated to what extent absolute power would corrupt: The authority itself has incentives to exploit citizens and to behave like a Leviathan. From that point of view, an indispensable need for constitutional rules follows that prevent the state, and the politicians, bureaucrats (and interest groups) that constitute it from abusing their power. The design of the constitution must take account of potentially disastrous political outcomes. The passions of men will not conform to the dictates of reason and justice without constraint.” (Hamilton, Federalist 15, according to Hamilton, Madison and Jay 1787/1788, p. 110). The government must hence subordinate itself to the rule of law. Checks and balances laid down in the constitution must help to create sufficient political competition such that dominant positions of specific centres of power in a polity cannot emerge.

Three basic institutions help to restrict state authorities such that they respect basic individual rights, do not assume illegitimately concentrated powers and follow the interests of the largest number of individual citizens in a jurisdiction (Höffe 1999, chap. 4): First, the rule of law must be secured by strong requirements for changes in basic rights and by an independent judiciary. Rights which can be changed arbitrarily cannot be interpreted as basic rights (Buchanan 1975, p. 106). Basic freedoms should not be changed easily by simple majorities in the legislature or of the people. Their change in contents should either be impossible or only partly allowed for under unanimity rule in order to prevent a suppression of structural (ethnic, linguistic, religious, racial) minorities by the majority. An independent judiciary ensures that these basic rights are secured even against the access of the state. Granting independence to the judiciary also indicates that government authorities subordinate to the rule of law which helps to turn state commitment to private property credible. Security of property rights induces private investment in human and physical capital and subsequently economic growth (Feld and Voigt 2003). Judiciary independence also contributes to enhancing political competition as a component of the checks and balances in a democracy.

Second, the separation and division of powers enhances political competition between centres of power. Since government is guided by natural persons who may surrender to the temptation of abusing power, caution requires division of powers between the executive, the legislative and the ju-

5. See Hume (1741), Popper (1945), Buchanan (1975).
diciary. A separation of powers to the different state authorities puts them in a competitive situation such that they keep each other in check and subordinate themselves to each other. Third, democracy is a means to have political decisions oriented by the preferences of the individuals that are governed. Given that individuals voluntarily subordinate to a constitution, accept a limitation of their liberty and tolerate the partial coercion by the state, the citizens must have a say in political decision-making in order to have sufficient possibilities to control and sanction representatives.

Since the constitution provides the rules of the political game, it is too dangerous to enable representatives to determine the constitution without the explicit consent of the citizens. There is hence an inherent logic in the direct democratic decision of constitutional changes. Representatives should not have a final say on the rules that are supposed to impose restrictions on them. The competence to change the constitutional contract must be with those voluntarily subordinating to it. The case for direct democratic decision-making in particular on the constitutional level follows from the need to control representatives in order to enforce the preferences of citizens. It is this eternal fear of political philosophers and the more recent arguments by rational choice theorists that provide the basic argument for direct democracy. The same logic holds with respect to the foundation of a new federation by a new constitution as in the case of the European Union. This is even more important since the European Convention does not consist of independent wise men that have no interest in the constitutional rules they propose. The Convention is comprised of MEP’s, members from national executives and legislatures, and members of the Commission. As Vaubel (2002) recently argued, it cannot be expected that these members of the Convention decide by abstracting from their individual interests. In this situation, the final acceptance of the European Constitution by the European people in a constitutional referendum is a necessary condition for a European federation to provide sufficient constitutional restrictions on EU representatives.

2.2 Information, Control and Interest Groups

Proposals of direct democracy are challenged by several arguments, the most important ones are the information and the interest group arguments. Direct democracy is supposed to have an informational disadvantage compared to representative democracy that originates from the division of labour between ordinary citizens and politicians (Kirchgässner, Feld and Savioz 1999, Feld and Kirchgässner 2000). Like people who allow their investment consultant discretion in financial decisions, they delegate decision-making power on political issues to political specialists who have a comparative advantage in doing politics. Delegation to representatives in the public sector occurs in order to save information costs. However, representatives then may have leeway to act opportunistically or in the partial interest of narrowly defined groups. A trade-off between agency costs and information cost savings occurs that can be resolved by organising political decision-making basically as a representative democracy, but allowing citizens to intervene selectively in politics by referenda and initiatives when political outcomes deviate unacceptably strongly from their interests. Referenda and initiatives serve as means to selectively control representatives between election years in a representative democracy. Whereas a pure representative democracy has an information advantage over direct democracy, referenda and initiatives allow to control representatives more strongly.
While the referendum works as a veto of citizens against proposals from government and parliament, the initiative allows to propose new policies that are neglected by the political establishment, perhaps because they are not in their interest. In addition to referenda, initiatives enable citizens to an unbundling of policy packages created in the parliament via log-rolling agreements such that political outcomes that are against the interests of a majority of citizens are declined (Besley and Coate 2000). However, initiatives entail additional costs for citizens since they have to collect signatures to bring an initiative to the ballots. Depending on the signature requirement, the initiative will thus have a stronger or weaker impact on policy outcomes, the more or less easily issue unbundling may take place. Referenda and initiatives nevertheless induce a correction of political outcomes in favour of the preferences of the median voter, even in the case of strategic manipulation or agenda setting. As institutions of high control potential, referenda and initiatives are the more important, the further away representatives’ decisions are from citizens. While informal control instruments may exist at the local level, they have to be replaced by formal institutions of control when political competencies are shifted to higher levels of government. At the EU level, elements of direct democracy can induce their most beneficial impact to force representatives to follow citizens’ preferences. Aside the necessity of direct democracy to control representatives at the constitutional level, the first justification for proposing referenda and initiatives at the post-constitutional level in the EU thus follows again from the control argument.

This also holds despite the existence of asymmetric information in politics where representatives are better informed than citizens. Extending a model by Aghion and Tirole (1997), Marino and Matsusaka (2000) study budget procedures used in private and public decision-making. Starting from a situation where representatives have a bias towards higher spending, they analyse a decision-making procedure with full delegation in which representatives have full discretion about spending decisions and another one with partial delegation such that voters can veto or override a spending proposal ex post by a referendum. They show that in the partial delegation case, representatives have an incentive to supply biased information to citizens in order to obtain their approval for higher spending levels. Moreover, the authors show that these information biases can be severe such that full delegation dominates partial delegation. Since it turns out to be more difficult to distort information in large than in small projects, the optimal decision-making rule is one in which there is full delegation below a spending threshold such that routine projects are exclusively decided by representatives, and partial delegation above the spending threshold such that larger projects can be vetoed by voters. Grillo (1997) argues against the working of partial delegation in a polity of a bigger scale and of uncertain federal/confederate nature such as the EU. Decision-making and information costs are the more important, the larger a polity such that direct democracy is supposedly more feasible at the local or regional than at the national or supra-national level. The costs of conducting referenda and ini-
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6. Citizens can use a (binding) referendum to reject government statutes or constitutional amendments. These can be mandatory or optional. An optional referendum takes place if a certain number of citizens asks for it.


8. See Kessler (2003) for such a summary of the Marino and Matsusaka model.
tiatives are supposed to outweigh the benefits of additional control. Moreover, direct democratic decision-making is said not to be useful for decisions at the supranational level of a confederation because its potential for compromise is very much restrained. Binding compromises are however important in international organisations for mutual agreement of states on proposals in their mutual interests. Referenda and initiatives would then not allow for decisions in the long-term interest of a world order because citizens focus on their national interests.

The small scale argument is not completely convincing because the benefits at stake increase at least as much as the costs if direct democratic decision-making is introduced at higher levels of government. The agency problem is the more severe the higher the level of decision-making is in a federation. Potential deviations from citizens’ interests lead to higher expected costs for these citizens at the national than at the local level because the importance of the political issues increases. Moreover, many countries, among them several European ones, also have a history of referenda for important constitutional changes. It is for example meanwhile common in the U.K. to have a referendum on the participation in additional steps of political integration in Europe. The legitimacy of such referenda is not challenged at all on grounds of a bigger scale polity. The higher organisational costs of conducting referenda and initiatives at the EU level as compared to the local level is also not convincing. Europe-wide referenda may pose additional organisational difficulties as compared to national referenda which could however be coped with in modern information societies. The confederation argument does not hold because the EU Treaty already has considerable elements of a federation. The more elements of a federation a polity has, the easier arguments for a direct participation of citizens in political decision-making can be made. From the perspective of optimal control of representatives, it is even necessary to introduce referenda and initiatives as control instruments as soon as the process of federation building starts.

There is a second asymmetric information case if representatives are imperfectly informed about citizens’ preferences. Matsusaka (1992) argues that under such circumstances even benevolent politicians may impose policies that are deviating from citizens’ wishes. Hence, they have incentives to propose a referendum whenever they are uncertain of citizens’ wants in order to avoid being punished at the polls for enacting the wrong policy. The author provides evidence that referenda in California rather are on distributive issues than efficiency/procedural issues. Referenda are also used in periods of political corruption to restrict government. This argument has implications for the EU. The further representatives are away from citizens, the less informed they are about citizens’ political preferences, which holds more strongly in the EU than in the local case. Indeed, the EU is more strongly engaged in redistributive politics such that it pays off for EU representatives to elicit citizens’ preferences via referenda.

The second argument of opponents against direct democracy is that imperfect and asymmetric information may provide opportunities for interest groups to unduly influence political outcomes in direct democracies. Matsusaka and McCarty (2001) analyse the case when interest groups are able to fool representatives. They use the threat of an initiative by pretending that their position is closer to citizens’ preferences than the proposal of representatives, although this moves the policy outcome further away from the ideal point of the median voter. According to Gerber (1999), interest groups certainly influence outcomes in direct democracies, but they also have an impact on policy outcomes
in representative democracies. Theoretically, and on the basis of piecemeal evidence, it is fully open whether interest group influence is stronger or less intense in direct than in representative democracies. Given this uncertainty, it is worth noting that there is systematic evidence, for the U.S. and Switzerland, that political outcomes are closer to citizens’ preferences under direct than under representative democracy. Using aggregate data on Swiss cities in 1970, Pommerehne (1978) shows that the median voter model performs better in jurisdictions with referenda and initiatives. Gerber (1996, 1999) provides evidence for the U.S. strongly supporting Pommerehne’s result. For two political issues, parental consent laws and capital punishment, she shows that initiatives correct policy outcomes towards the preferences of the median voter. Gerber (1996a) illustrates that the deviation of policy outcomes from citizens’ preferences can be traced back to the influence of interest groups on representatives. Moreover, Feld and Schaltegger (2002) find evidence for the Swiss cantons that the influence of the state administration on federal matching grants is reduced by a fiscal referendum. This evidence supplements the control argument emphasised in favour of elements of direct democracy for the EU constitution. There is no reason to assume that referenda and initiatives should not similarly induce outcomes of EU policy to be closer to the preferences of EU citizens.

2.3 Expressive Voting, Direct and Representative Democracy

This may indeed be the problem because the information problem in democracies is a fundamental one. It is not simply captured by asymmetric information between representatives and voters. Because an individual citizen faces a low probability to influence voting outcomes, his/her instrumental benefit of participating in elections or referenda is much lower than the expected costs. From a rational choice perspective, voter turnout should therefore be low. The expected costs of participating in democratic decisions are the higher the better informed citizens have to be in order to obtain reflected political decisions. These information costs can be expected to be lower in representative than in direct democracy although incentives for supply and demand of information are higher in direct than in representative democracy (Kirchgässner, Feld and Savioz 1999, Feld and Kirchgässner 2000).

Despite the lack of incentives to show up at the ballots, voter turnout is considerably high in direct and representative democracies. In Britain, voter turnout amounted to an average of 74.1 percent in the 7 elections between 1970 and 1995 without any decreasing trend. While it was still 70.9 percent in 1997, it fell strongly to 59.4 percent in 2001. In Germany, it was 77.8 percent in 1990, 79.0 in 1994, 82.2 percent in 1998 and 80.6 percent in 2002. In Switzerland, turnout in referenda and initiatives decreased since the 1950’s when still 51 percent of citizens participated. Since the 1970’s, it appears to have stabilised at around 40 percent on average. Elections of representatives at the Swiss federal level were at a 46.3 percent turnout on average in the last 20 years. In the U.S., turnout
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9. In the seventies voter turnout was even higher than 90 percent in Germany, in the eighties, it was higher than 80 percent. See: Statistisches Jahrbuch 1997 für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, pp. 90. For the British data see: Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1997, p. 75.

was at about the Swiss level: In the seven presidential elections between 1972 and 1996 it was 48.1 percent on average and 51.3 percent in 2000. In midterm elections, it amounted to 35.5 percent with a minimum of 33.1 percent in 1990. These turnouts cannot be explained by the rational actor approach as long as it takes only instrumental voting into account.

Brennan and Lomasky (1993) suggest to resolve this paradox by a theory of expressive voting. Accordingly, voters use elections to express their discontent with specific policies of a government, but also to show solidarity with particular policy platforms or to demonstrate a specific position, ideology or habit. Instead of being instrumental in the sense of an action to achieve a certain end as in the case of normal market transactions, voting would be expressive like people’s cheering at a football match (Brennan and Hamlin, 2000, p. 130). If voting is expressive, there is a considerable concern that citizens vote irresponsibly by expressing their political preferences for or against general or particular policies because their voting decision may result from particular enthusiasms and prejudices. Brennan and Hamlin (2000, pp. 176) thus question that direct democracy will lead to an orientation of political decision-making at private or public interests. In contrast, they argue that pure representative democracy is a better procedure in a world of expressive voting because it allows to reduce the extent of irresponsible political outcomes by a selection of representatives. Voters are supposed to have a tendency to support candidates with relatively higher civic virtue because they cannot avoid forming and expressing opinions on candidates’ competence and general political attractiveness. These opinions may be informed by moral codes individually obtained during socialisation of citizens. Reconstructing a basically Madisonian argument, representatives would hence be more public spirited, conscientious and competent than those whom they represent (Brennan and Hamlin, 2000, p. 180). As a result, people tend to be better judges of other people than they are of competing policy options.

The discussion of direct democracy by Brennan and Lomasky (1993) and Brennan and Hamlin (2000) is flawed for several reasons. First, the authors fully neglect the discussion process that precedes direct democratic decisions, but also elections. From their arguments, it appears as if citizens decide at the ballots after they have reflected on different proposals in isolation. In fact, decisions in referenda and initiatives take place in a totally different environment. Frey and Kirchgässner (1993), Kirchgässner, Feld and Savioz (1999) as well as Feld and Kirchgässner (2000) analyse the deliberation in direct democracy and characterise it as a relatively rational process which is the more intense, the more important a political decision is, and which is informed by the different positions of political parties, interest groups, but also by experts and less organised individuals. In the course of this discussion, a learning process occurs at least in parts of the citizenry. Since many citizens are confronted with the arguments of both sides, those opposing and those favouring a certain policy outcome, they are induced to consider each proposal anew. This can lead to a revision of their individual position. Therefore, the possibility also emerges that citizens examine the extent to which their preferences generalise. In addition, it can be presumed that citizens’ willingness to bear costs of information acquisition is higher in direct legislation than in representative democracies. The reason for this is that it can become privately important for citizens to be well informed about political issues. Such a situation emerges if other citizens belonging to one’s social network expect a citizen to be

well informed on political issues and to go to the ballots to vote sincerely. The disappointment of this expectation leads to a loss of prestige. These private costs of being politically uninformed arise with respect to single political decisions, but not with respect to political parties. Private costs of political participation in direct democracy increase the individual incentives to vote according to their own interest, such that the extent of expressive motivation is lower in direct than in representative democracy.

Second, the hypothesis that representatives have higher civic virtue than those whom they represent can be fairly well challenged on the basis of experience with most democratically elected governments and assemblies in OECD countries. Brennan and Hamlin (2000, p. 178) may be right in asserting that the relevant virtues need not coincide with prejudices. It is perhaps more important that representatives behave virtuously in the sense of not exploiting citizens, instead of subscribing to a certain morally informed sexual behaviour. However, the cases of corruption in France, Germany, the U.K., Italy and so on in the last two decades as compared to Switzerland and U.S. states illustrate that representative democracies are not able to select more virtuous representatives; the amount of corruption does not seem to depend on whether the citizens have direct political rights or not. Somehow the authors seem to hang onto the old dream of selecting statesmen instead of politicians. German speaking economists often bemoan that a statesman like Ludwig Erhard, the first German Minister of Economics after the War, has not been in sight for years in Germany. That voters might fail to select more virtuous representatives may result from the false implicit assumption that they can more easily judge people than policies. People may more easily appeal to individual emotions than policies ever can. If for example beauty matters as much for the election of representatives as it does for hiring in the labour market, beautiful representatives have ceteris paribus less restrictions to extract political rents.

Third, the authors exaggerate their expressive voting argument. It is not fully convincing that citizens express their opinion at the ballots in the same fashion as cheering at a football match. Mueller (2003, p. 321) notes that it is at least equally likely that citizens use the opportunity to express more noble sentiments. “Norms that govern conduct toward others might be expected to be particularly likely to come into play when individuals vote.” (Mueller, 2003, p. 321). Kirchgässner (1992, 1996) argues that voting is a low cost decision by which citizens do neither affect their own instrumental well-being nor the well-being of other individuals but the collective outcome. In such a low cost decision it is cheaper to act along moral sentiments than in market decisions where moral behaviour is potentially punished by utility maximising individuals. The theory of low cost decisions hence provides a competing argument why people vote and additional arguments why voting is guided by moral codes. The possibility that the discourse preceding the referendum decision at the ballots may lead to a revision of preferences over policies plays a special role in that respect. Citizens may act more altruistically in referenda and initiatives than in economic decisions. For example, Pommerehne and Schneider (1985) presented empirical evidence that Swiss people vote for redistributional programmes despite the fact that these result in a loss in their own wealth. In decisions at the ballots, voters therefore may follow an ethical position to a larger extent than could be expected on the basis of the preferences that guide their behaviour in the market place. This effect can be traced back to

the discourse preceding a decision at the ballots. At least a temporary revision of citizens’ evaluations of policies is feasible, increasing the probability that common interests will guide the social choice. Direct democracy hence may provide even a better chance for the development of civic virtues than representative democracy.

2.4 Direct Democracy and a European demos

Connected to the role of discussion in direct democracy, the introduction of referenda and initiatives at the EU level is sometimes supposed to have an additional indirect advantage. As mentioned in the introduction, one of the most often criticised shortcomings of EU decision-making is the lack of a European demos interpreted as a common European political conscience of the citizens in the individual member states. Elements of direct democracy at the EU level are supposed to lead to the formation of a European demos. This might help to develop a common policy understanding. In this case, Switzerland is again an inspiring example. After the Swiss civil war in 1847, a federal state was created which could not rely on a national demos: A Swiss demos did not exist then. Only cantonal demoi could be observed. According to Hug (2000, chap. 6), the elements of direct democracy in the Swiss constitution contributed to the development of a Swiss demos.

Hug (2000) also outlines clearly, however, that the hopes of an EU-wide referendum forming an EU demos should not be exaggerated. Two caveats in drawing an analogy between 19th century Switzerland and the EU are particularly in place: First, elements of direct democracy might be helpful but are neither necessary nor sufficient for a European demos to emerge. It is too little known about the mechanisms that lead citizens to overthrow positions that are based on their narrow (national or cantonal) interests and instead adopt more general positions (Cederman and Kraus, 2003). For Switzerland, the empirical results on differences in tax evasion between cantons with and without referenda indicate that a referendum might shape such a transformation of interests. It might, however, also be that national interests prevail and are exacerbated by EU-wide referenda for instance if referendum outcomes frequently follow along the distinction between poor and rich member countries. Second, it is obvious that at least in some member countries citizens are not yet ready to accept majority decisions at the EU level. Consider for instance an increase in tax rates in order to finance additional funds for Eastern European countries on a larger scale. Within the single member states, such a regional redistribution, say from Northern Italy to the Mezzogiorno, is (more or less) accepted by the citizens paying for it because a national feeling of mutual solidarity exists. At the European level, a corresponding consciousness is still lacking. Thus, at the moment a corresponding proposal would probably be rejected by the people.

However, like in Switzerland in the 19th century, the introduction of referenda could help to develop such a consciousness which might help that in the long run redistributional measures would be accepted by the European citizens also at the European level. Like central bank independence is neither necessary nor sufficient but helpful for price stability, the discourse among citizens that precedes

the referendum or initiative decisions at the EU level helps to transform individual self-interest of citizens to a public interest and the national to European public interests. The nationally informed positions of citizens may be questioned according to what extent they can be generalised to the European level. In order to make such reflected political decisions at the EU level, citizens need incentives to discuss European issues. Referenda and initiatives at the EU level are a convenient way to provide them.

2.5 The Wicksellian Connection between Public Services and Tax Prices

The most convincing argument for the introduction of instruments of direct democracy at the EU level stems from the fact that referenda and initiatives allow to conduct public policy such that the tax prices citizens pay for public goods and services are linked to the benefits the citizens obtain from these public goods and services. Breton (1996) calls this the Wicksellian (1896) connection. The systematic empirical analyses of the impact of referenda and initiatives on economic policy for Switzerland and the U.S. states provide strong support for the hypothesis that the Wicksellian connection rather exists in direct than in representative democracy. According to these studies, public spending, revenue and debt are significantly lower in jurisdictions with direct democracy than in those with pure representative democracy. With respect to spending structure, the fiscal referendum mainly restricts welfare and administrative spending according to Schaltegger (2001) and Vatter and Freitag (2002). With respect to revenue structure both, the U.S. states with initiatives and the Swiss cantons with a fiscal referendum, rely more on user charges than on broad-based taxes. Moreover, Matsusaka (1995, 2002) and Schaltegger and Feld (2001) provide evidence that centralisation of spending and revenue is reduced by the referendum.

The question remains, however, whether the lower level of public spending also leads to a more efficient public sector. Pommerehne (1983) analysed costs and prices of local garbage collection in 103 Swiss cities in 1970. He found that average refuse collection costs (per household) were – ceteris paribus – lowest in cities with direct legislation and private garbage collection. For a panel of the Swiss cantons from 1970 to 1996, Barankay (2002) reports significantly lower infant mortality rates and a higher share of college degrees in more direct democratic cantons suggesting that this indicates a higher quality of public goods in the cantons. Pommerehne and Weck-Hannemann (1996) show that in those Swiss cantons in which citizens have an impact on budgetary policy in direct legislation, tax evasion is – ceteris paribus – lower as compared to the average of the cantons without such direct influence. These results are corroborated by Feld and Frey (2002a) and by Torgler (2002).

14. For earlier descriptions of these studies, see Kirchgässner, Feld and Savioz (1999, chap. 5), Feld and Kirchgässner (2000, 2001) and Matsusaka (2002).
19. There are also theoretical arguments why citizens in direct democracies evade taxes to a lesser extent than those in representative democracies. See Pommerehne, Hart and Feld (1997) and Feld and Frey (2002).
using different data sets. If, however, the willingness to pay taxes is the higher the more satisfied citizens are with public services supplied, then these results are evidence for a higher satisfaction of citizens and, therefore, for greater efficiency of the provision of public services. Indeed, Frey and Stutzer (2000, 2002) present evidence that people in Switzerland perceive themselves as more satisfied with their life as a whole in direct democratic cantons keeping income levels and other controls constant. These results are evidence for the stronger link between tax prices and public services in direct democracy. They indicate as well that Swiss citizens feel more responsible for their community. They might be more willing to accept decisions that lead to an income or wealth loss for themselves than citizens of representative democracies.

These studies lend support for the hypothesis that direct democratic systems are more efficient than representative democratic ones. A more efficient political system should also lead to better economic performance. Feld and Savioz (1997) study the relationship between budgetary referenda and economic performance of Swiss cantons measured by GDP per employee. In a panel with annual data from 1984 to 1993 for the 26 Swiss cantons, they arrive at the conclusion that GDP per employee is – ceteris paribus – by about 5 percent higher in those cantons with budgetary referenda compared to cantons without those referenda. Again there is corroborating evidence from Freitag and Vatter (2000) for Switzerland and by Blomberg and Hess (2002) for the U.S. states. All in all, the empirical evidence from the U.S. and Switzerland supports the hypothesis that (economic) policy outcomes in jurisdictions with referenda and initiatives are more closely orientated at the Wicksellian connection of spending and tax prices. Given this evidence, much is really speaking for the introduction of direct democracy in the future EU constitution.

3 A Mandatory Referendum on the European Constitution

Given the success of referenda and initiatives in the U.S. and Switzerland and the necessity to have a constitutional referendum at the EU level in order to control the rules of the political game, we therefore propose to include a mandatory constitutional referendum for the EU Constitution. This proposal contains two components: First, the basic document, the founding treaty that will be the EU constitution, must be adopted in a mandatory referendum. Second, future changes of the EU constitution have to be finally adopted by the European citizenry in a mandatory referendum as well. These referenda should be binding and required. The EU institutions involved in the decisions on the EU Constitution, the Commission, the Council and the EP, cannot abrogate or overrule the referendum decision other than proposing a new amendment to the constitution (second case) or proposing a new constitution draft (first case). The EU citizenry empowered to decide on EU constitutional issues is as defined in Art. 5 of the first part in the current draft constitution as of 28 October 2002.

Both constitutional referenda, the first founding referendum and the second referendum on constitutional changes, are adopted if a simple majority of citizens and a qualified (two thirds) majority of countries accept the constitution or the constitutional amendment, respectively. Like Frey (1995), Schneider (1996), Epiney (1997) and Papadopoulos (2002), we thus also propose a ‘double’ ma-
majority of voters and member countries. While the first two authors do not specify the required majorities, the third proposes to have a majority of voters and a qualified majority of at least 10 member states. Papadopoulos’ proposal corresponds to ours. Currently, Epiney’s proposal also corresponds to the proposal in this paper, but our proposal is dynamically stable to Eastern and any further enlargement. Compared to Abromeit’s (1998) proposal, the one made here is less restrictive. Abromeit suggests to have a majority of voters in all states which translates the current unanimity requirement for Treaty changes in the Council and the parliaments of the representative democratic EU member states to an EU decision-making structure with direct democracy. This would, however, give every single member state extreme veto power, provide incentives for strategic behaviour and, therefore, make changes nearly impossible. Thus, it is reasonable to reduce the quorum with respect to the member states to two thirds. No other restriction with respect to the majority requirement should be imposed. Especially, there must be no requirement that the referendum is adopted only if turnout exceeds a certain threshold of the EU citizenry, because such a quorum invites strategic behaviour and is actually a quorum on the share of approval votes.

The first founding referendum should be on the whole new Treaty that contains the three sections of the actual Constitution, of the policy areas and the general and concluding provisions. The mandatory referendum should not extend to the normal statutes of the EU, it should only be on constitutional changes. According to the current draft, proposed by the Convention, the mandatory constitutional referendum thus covers title III on the assignment of powers of the EU, title IV on EU institutions, title V on procedures to decide EU policy measures, title VI on the democratic principle, title VII on the finances of the EU, title VIII and IX on EU foreign policy, and title X on entry to and exit from the EU. In addition, the mandatory constitutional referendum should be used for changes of the final section that contains the provisions for the adoption of the new Constitution and the procedures to change the Constitution. The mandatory constitutional referendum does not interfere with the provisions under title I on the structure of the constitution and under title II on EU citizenship and basic rights. The substance of both titles should not be changed by any decision-making body (eternity clause). The mandatory referendum on the adoption of the new Constitution should be included in the article in the final section that is supposed to contain provisions on the adoption of the Constitution. In the draft of 29 October 2002, this article is called Art. x + 4. The mandatory constitutional referendum should be laid down in Art. x + 3 on the procedures for changes of the Constitution in the same section.

20. For a very useful summary of the different proposals for direct democracy in the EU see again Hug (2002, chap. 7, pp. 102). The comparisons of our proposals with the ones in the literature in Sections 3 and 4 are based on his summary.

21. In the current situation log-rolling can help to overcome such blocking. This is, however, hardly possible if the final decisions are taken by popular referenda.

22. See for this the experiences in the Weimar Republic, in the Bundesland Hamburg as well as in Italy discussed in Kirchgässner, Frey and Savioz (1999, pp. 6, 38f., 161).
If the European Court were turned into a constitutional court, it should have the obligation to check the compatibility of proposed changes of the constitution with the substance of title II. This check should be performed before the referendum takes place, independent of whether the change is proposed by the parliament or, as is discussed below, by a popular initiative. In this proposal, we follow Buchanan (2001) who objects against extending a mandatory constitutional referendum on all constitutional provisions. There is a potential conflict between the rule of law and the principle of democracy that can most easily be resolved by formally protecting basic human and civil rights from democratic access. Buchanan (2001) acknowledges however the usefulness of a mandatory constitutional referendum in preserving the property rights granted in the constitution. The referendum includes the European citizens as an additional veto player in the EU decision-making game such that once agreed upon, constitutional outcomes are stabilised. Constitutional changes are more difficult though not impossible. Moser (1996, 1996a) shows this stability enhancing effect of the referendum theoretically in spatial voting models. With respect to the constitutional draft of the Convention, this is particularly important with respect to the assignment of competencies to the EU. A creeping centralisation, as criticised by Vaubel (1994) and Blankart (2000), is thus less probable.

4 Constitutional/Statutory Initiatives and a Fiscal Referendum at the EU Level

4.1 Constitutional and Statutory Initiatives at the EU Level

While the referendum is an institution that enhances the stability of constitutional and policy outcomes and is thus relatively conservative, the popular initiative grants citizens the possibility to put new political issues on the agenda or to have an unbundling of policy issues. In both functions, the initiative is innovative. It creates new policies or modifies existing policies. The inclusion of an initiative in EU decision-making in addition to the mandatory constitutional referendum is thus useful in order to facilitate the launching of new policies which are neglected by the political elite for the citizens. The initiative accomplishes this goal at relatively low costs compared to the foundation of new parties and is thus also a valve for political protest: In a direct democracy, citizens can oppose the political establishment by using political institutions instead of political unrest on the streets.

This leads to propose the introduction of a constitutional and a statutory initiative in the EU Constitution. The constitutional initiative serves the purpose of introducing institutional innovation at the EU level. The EU will develop further to a federation and may at some point in time have much stronger competencies than it has today. Although the mandatory referendum will decelerate this process, it will not (and should not) prevent it if it is reasonable and serves the interests of a majority of EU citizens and a qualified majority of the countries. A more powerful Union will need additional finances,

23. Please note that this check should only occur with respect to the Bill of Rights of the European Constitution. In addition, there must be a control that there is a unity of contents of the proposed changes of the European Constitution. This means that no disparate issues should be allowed to be combined in order to succeed at the ballots. See also Papadopoulos (2002). The role of the constitutional court should not be as active as that of the U.S. Supreme Court or the German Constitutional Court.

24. In contrast to Vaubel (1996), we hence trust more strongly in the centralisation reducing impact of the constitutional referendum following the arguments by Blankart (2000) and the empirical results by Schaltegger and Feld (2001).
will seek additional spending opportunities and will have a much higher frequency of EU legislation than today. In such a (utopian?) political environment, citizens may see the necessity to have additional instruments, like an optional statutory referendum to control EU legislation, at their disposal. Naturally, the constitutional initiative can also be used to assign additional competencies to the EU or to launch a new policy, a new ‘fund’, to propose the enlargement by a new member state and so on.

In contrast to Schneider (1996), Epiney (1997) and Abromeit (1998), we thus dismiss the possibility of including an optional statutory referendum in the EU Constitution. The reason is mainly a pragmatic one: The optional referendum would unduly reduce the efficiency of EU decision-making and increase decision-making costs very strongly. Either the optional referendum would be relatively easily accessible to a small number of citizens such that partial interests could slow down EU decision-making considerably. Or access would be prohibitively high such that the optional referendum could be declined anyway. Abromeit (1998) suggests to have an optional referendum on regional (sectoral) objects that could be triggered by 5 percent of the voters of that region (50'000 voters in a sector) and would come into force when a simple majority of voters in that region (in that state) adopted it. This proposal gives a strong veto power to regional or sectoral interests that might well be against the interests of a majority of EU citizens. Epiney (1997) augments a proposal by Zürn (1996, 2000) that the European Parliament should be able to trigger an optional referendum. According to this proposal, it would be triggered by an absolute majority of MEP’s that represent at least 5 states. It would cover all directives and regulations and would be accepted if simple majorities of voters and states adopted it. This proposal would unduly strengthen the EP in the balance of EU powers and induce a plebiscite element in EU decision-making. Plebiscites have in common that they are demanded by the legislature or the executive and are thus at their disposal. Very often they are used strategically as the French experience in particular (as well as the German experience in the 1930’s) shows. Such provisions should not play a role in EU decision-making. Finally, Schneider (1996) proposes an optional constitutional referendum that is triggered by 5 million EU citizens and must be adopted by majorities of voters and states if a turnout of 30 percent is reached. In particular the turnout quorum poses problems in this proposal because, as is stated above, it invites strategic behaviour of opponents of a certain constitutional proposal. The necessity for an optional constitutional referendum does also not exist, if there is a mandatory constitutional referendum: Any change of the constitution must be decided by EU citizens such that a selective constitutional veto becomes obsolete.

Our proposal of a constitutional initiative is more cautious than the optional (statutory) referendum with respect to the efficiency of the EU decision-making and the openness to give partial interests an instrument for slowing down decisions. It is more ambitious than the referendum at the EU level in general with respect to the preconditions for directly conducting EU politics. Abromeit (2002, pp. 201) objects against an EU initiative basically with the same argument as her proposal of optional statutory referendum is rejected here: Initiatives would allow partial interests undue influence. In addition, the initiative poses the question of a proper formulation of constitutional amendments and legal statutes.

25. Papadopoulos (2002) also proposes a participation requirement that has the same problems.
Abromeit’s basic argument against the initiative is unconvincing. An initiative is necessarily intensively discussed already before it is actually launched. During the phase of signature collection, many people have to be convinced to subscribe to an initiative. When the signature collection is successful, the legislature (EP and Council) and the executive (Commission and Council) have ample opportunities to discuss and criticise the popular initiative. In addition, they can have a right for a counterproposal that includes useful parts of the initiative or provides a more reasonable alternative to citizens. It should be realised as well that a new innovative policy or an institutional innovation in the case of constitutional initiatives is much more difficult to accomplish than a veto on a proposal by the legislature or the executive. Risk-averse people are status quo oriented. This orientation plays against the initiative, but for the veto via an optional referendum. Indeed, the empirical evidence from the U.S. and Switzerland supports this argument. As mentioned in Section 2, partial interests, in particular financially important interest groups, in the U.S. have difficulties to succeed with an initiative compared to citizen groups, while money is influential in stopping policies by using a referendum. The experience with initiatives in Switzerland is hinting in the same direction: The majority of the federal initiatives are rejected. However, an initiative influences policy in many cases even when it is declined: The political elite realises that it has neglected particular political issues to an unjustified extent and corrects this.

All in all, the inclusion of a constitutional and statutory initiative in the European Constitution is useful and helps to develop the EU institutionally and politically. With respect to the constitutional initiative we propose that EU citizens as defined in the constitution as well as official authorities like the EP, the Commission, or particular parties can trigger an initiative if they are able to collect signatures that make up for 5 percent of the electorate. According to Matsusaka’s (1995) study for the U.S., a signature requirement of 10 percent of the electorate and more, prevents the initiative from having a significant impact on (fiscal) policy outcomes. The median signature requirement for the popular initiative at the U.S. state level is 5 percent. When Switzerland included a constitutional initiative in 1891, the signature requirement for it was 5 percent of the electorate as well. Because it was fixed at the absolute number of 50’000 signatures and only once increased to 100’000 after the women got their voting rights, the threshold for an initiative has become much lower today. Alternatively, the signature requirement could consider the representation of member countries much more strongly such that (in addition) a signature requirement of 15 percent of the electorate in 5 countries, but 2 percent of the electorate at least, may also be sufficient.26

There is much less research however on the time allowed to collect signatures. Even a low signature requirement of 2 percent of the EU electorate might be unduly restrictive if only a month were allowed to collect them. A look at the Swiss cantonal level might be helpful in this case. With the exception of the canton of St. Gallen no difference in collection time is made with respect to constitutional and statutory initiatives. While citizens have two months to collect signatures in Nidwalden and the Ticino, they have 18 months in Solothurn. St. Gallen allows three months for signature collection in the case of the statutory initiative and six months for the constitutional initiative. Nine cantons don’t have any restriction. At the EU level, more time to collect signatures is of course needed than at the

26. Papadopoulos (2002) proposes similar provisions for an EU initiative. He suggests a signature requirement of 5 percent of the electorate in at least 5 member countries.
Swiss cantonal level. Thus, the restriction of collection time should be about 18 months or two years to give an initiative committee sufficient time to collect signatures representing a fair share of citizens from different member countries. The EU constitution must also ensure that collection of signatures is not locally concentrated in order to hinder an organised suppression of people willing to sign for an initiative. Much of the German experience with direct democracy in the Weimar Republic teaches that signature collection should not be concentrated in officially fixed administrative buildings. It appears to be much better to allow for a collection in public places in general as most U.S. states and Switzerland have it.

The constitutional initiative is adopted if a majority of citizens and a qualified (two thirds) majority of countries is reached. Unlike the mandatory referendum, the jurisdiction of the constitutional initiative is not a priori restricted in the domain of basic human and civil rights. It should be possible to extend to human rights. However, both the constitutional and statutory initiative are subject to judicial control ex ante. Constitutional amendments and laws resulting from the initiative can be abrogated when they contradict basic human and civil rights. Like the mandatory constitutional referendum, the constitutional initiative should be laid down in Art. x + 3 on the procedures for changes of the Constitution in the final section.

The provisions for the statutory initiative are the same as for the constitutional initiative as regards who can propose an initiative and the signature requirement. However, the statutory initiative will be accepted if only a majority of citizens adopts it. Again, the Parliament or the Council are allowed to formulate a counterproposal to a statutory initiative ex ante. The European Court has again the obligation to check the compatibility of the statutory initiative with constitutional provisions before the ballot takes place. Moreover, it should also be possible to make a ‘general initiative’ where the initiative describes a specific political objective and it is the role of the (Council and/or the) Parliament to formulate the corresponding law. The statutory as well as the general initiative should be included under title VI of the Constitution on the democratic ‘life’ of the Union. A new article must be created that includes the provisions for them. In addition, the principle of participatory democracy, as currently considered in the draft constitution of the Convention, should explicitly include elections, referenda and initiatives as means for democratic participation.

Two detailed proposals for an EU initiative exist. Although constitutional and statutory initiatives are not distinguished, but instead formulated for abstract general rules, Epiney (1997) proposes that 10 percent of the citizens in at least 5 states or the governments of 5 states can trigger an initiative that is adopted by the double majority of voters and countries. Weiler (1997, 1999) proposes a statutory initiative that is triggered by citizens in at least 5 member states (without specifying how many citizens) and is adopted as well by the double majority. Compared to the proposed constitutional initiative in this paper, both have relatively low signature and majority requirements. In our proposal, the majority requirement for the statutory initiative is with a simple majority of citizens, relatively low.

4.2 A Fiscal Referendum at the EU Level

Given the mandatory constitutional referendum, the constitutional and the statutory initiative, the question emerges whether the EU Constitution will then contain sufficient safeguards to bind EU
representatives to the preferences of EU citizens. In the U.S. states and the Swiss cantons, this question is negatively replied to. Most of them have additional provisions for a direct influence of citizens on public finances. As the survey in Section 2 indicates, most of the empirical results are indeed obtained for fiscal referenda. Does the EU Constitution need a fiscal referendum as well? In order to be able to answer that question, two things should be discussed. First, a fiscal referendum must be defined. Following the most common Swiss definition, a fiscal referendum consists of three components (or a combination of them): If government and parliament propose a spending project that exceeds a certain spending threshold, an optional or mandatory fiscal referendum is triggered. In addition, specific fiscal referenda can exist with respect to changes in taxation or with respect to new bonds that are used to finance the spending project.

Second, it must be discussed how European policy domains should be financed. In Kirchgässner (1994) it is argued that EU spending should be financed by proportional (indirect) taxes, but not by (progressive) personal income taxes. The rationale behind this proposal lies in the different control possibilities which exist on different governmental levels. Any government will act the more in accordance with the preferences of the individuals, the more the citizens are able to control it. At the lower levels, in smaller jurisdictions, the citizens have better possibilities to force the government to act according to their preferences. In this respect, there exists a significant difference between progressive (direct) and proportional (indirect) taxes. If tax rates can only be changed via changing a law, which is the usual way in the case of indirect taxes, a relative increase of the government share has to be decided via the parliamentary process or via a referendum. This ensures a public discussion, and at least as long as government seeks its re-election, it will hesitate to increase taxes, and it faces difficulties in getting such approved by the parliament, not to mention the general public. Thus, increases of indirect tax rates are comparatively rare events, even with respect to quantity taxes, whose real yield is eroded due to inflation. Such proportional taxes leave a relatively small leeway for Leviathan behaviour of a government. Progressive direct taxes, on the other hand, create larger revenue not only whenever private economic activity and – consequently – private income increases, but also as long as inflation prevails, if there is no corresponding indexation. Thus, there is seldom a need for a change of the tax law if the government wants to collect higher revenue: It gets it automatically. Therefore, progressive taxes provide a comparatively wide leeway for a government to behave as a Leviathan.

This implies that the necessity of control possibilities differs with respect to different taxes. For taxes whose revenue raises (nearly) automatically there is more need of controllability compared to (indirect) taxes where it is most difficult for politicians to increase the (relative) revenue: Much more control by the citizens is needed to keep down direct taxes than to restrict indirect, especially general sales taxes like the VAT. Therefore, at the European level only the revenues from indirect taxes should be available. We hence propose to fix a rate of a VAT surcharge on national VAT revenue in the EU Constitution that is equivalent to the revenue the EU now gets from the VAT resource. This surcharge should already be included in the proposed EU Constitution that is to be decided in the founding mandatory constitutional referendum according to our proposal. Given that there should be a mandatory constitutional referendum on each constitutional change, each change of that surcharge rate has to be decided by citizens in a referendum as well. When there are no constitutional changes that degrade financial constitutional provisions to mere statutes, no tax referendum is needed. Simi-
larly, no referendum on new bonds is needed as long as the principle of a balanced budget is fixed as in Art. 39 of the draft constitution. If there are changes in both constitutional provisions, for whatever reason, specific fiscal referenda on tax changes and the issuing of new bonds should be introduced in the EU constitution. The majority requirement should then be the same as for the mandatory constitutional referendum.

With respect to EU spending, the draft constitution does not contain any specific provisions. Indirectly, however, spending is pre-determined by the assignment of tasks to the EU level. The current EU budget, though following the principle of unity, can be (politically) divided in different funds, the agricultural and the structural funds. Again, the mandatory constitutional referendum suffices as long as the assignment of new responsibilities is as closely attached to spending as it currently is at the EU level. If, again for whatever reason, the EU should adopt more competencies and power and thus also have increased spending needs, a fiscal referendum for new spending projects would however be useful. In that case, we propose to have an optional and a mandatory fiscal referendum on new spending projects with different spending thresholds. The thresholds could be in absolute or relative terms. Moreover, the spending threshold should also differ whether it is a non-recurring project or recurring expenditure. Due to the fact, however, that there is no need for such a referendum at the moment, it does not make sense to specify exactly these four different thresholds. The majority requirement could be a simple majority of EU citizens. It must be noted that such a fiscal referendum is useful if the EU would develop to a more powerful Union. Because constitutional provisions are created for a longer time horizon, a fiscal referendum may thus already be considered to be included today. We believe however that the current financial structure of the EU and the constitutional provisions thought about according to the draft constitution of the Convention do not necessarily need to be restricted additionally by a fiscal referendum. Given the current state of the discussion, a mandatory constitutional referendum as well as a constitutional and statutory and general initiatives appear to be sufficient to bind EU policy outcomes to the preferences of EU citizens.

5 Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this paper, the introduction of direct democratic decision-making in all EU decisions is considered when it is feasible without prohibitively increasing decision-making costs. After clarifying that each constitution is a contract joining the citizens of a state and requires as such the explicit agreement of (at least a majority of) citizens, the pros and cons of direct democracy from a theoretical and empirical perspective are discussed. That citizens have better possibilities to control representatives in direct than in representatives democracies provides one of the strongest arguments for the introduction of direct democracy in the European Constitution. The control argument cannot be invalidated by the consideration of interest group or scale arguments. That citizens may vote expressively is no argument against direct democracy as well. It can rather be expected that expressive voting leads citizens to express moral sentiments instead of narrow self-interests at the ballots. Seen from this perspective, referenda and initiatives may be an institutionalised way to shape the emergence of a European demos. If this happens to be the case, it is another argument for the introduction of referenda and initiatives at the EU level. A final strong argument for direct democracy in this paper is obtained from the comparative empirical evidence on economic policy outcomes in direct and representative demo-
cratic jurisdictions according to which policies in direct democracy more strongly follow the Wick-
sellian connection of tax prices and spending.

These arguments lead us to propose the introduction of elements of direct democracy in a future
European Constitution. The European citizens should have the possibility to decide themselves about
the future European Constitution as well as any future changes of it. Thus, we propose a mandatory,
required and binding referendum on total and partial revisions of the European Constitution.
Because we also propose that the EU gets its own value added tax revenue, the rate of which is to
be fixed in the constitution, tax increase is also subject to the mandatory referendum. In addition, we
propose a constitutional initiative, a statutory as well as a general initiative. Finally, in the case
that the EU should adopt more competencies and power and, therefore, have increased spending
needs, we propose a fiscal referendum for financially important projects.
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